TIMING FOR THE RIGHT BUS - YET THE WRONG RESULTS
Let’s start with Del Norte bus #332 leaving Mexico City at 8:30am. We are still to remember that FBI
evidence offered stated that an extensive search of the Del Norte records did not disclose any
information related to Oswald.
Not only that, but on June 23, 1964 as the investigation continues to wind down, we are finally treated
to a document from the Mexican Dept of Foreign Affairs related to the investigation which started back
in Nov. Page 20 tells us Del Norte did not prepare passenger lists. Yet as we will soon see, they evidently
did, for this trip.
The following is both the “original” passenger list and the Chapman-typed version CE2535 taken from
WCD785 p4 which shows Paula Rusioni who the FBI could simply not find and who’s ticket #9511 could
not be located, seat #12/ticket #13688 attributed to O.H. LEE, Mr. Van Der Vorm in seat #16, Seat #15
– A.Viajos (claimed to be the seat of Mr. RUIZ MEZA an Auditor at Mexican Customs we will return to
later), and finally Mr. Del Rio. I offer this at this point not to rely on witness memory but to illustrate
that this Del Norte manifest may in fact be authentic while the reference to seat #12 and ticket #13688
simply doesn’t add up.
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Starting with Paula Rusioni we find out from the Assistant Manager of Transportes del Norte in Nuevo
Laredo that he could find no record of ticket number 9511. WCD 1063 p24
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For now we will skip over Seat #12 listing the name of the travel agency as opposed to Mr. LEE and
return to it when we take a closer look at 13688.
Seat #15 on the other hand was specifically mentioned by Mr. Ruiz Meza who we find later is a footnote
source in the WCR for Oswald having taken the Laredo-Dallas bus. CE2121 p78 is more from
ANASTASIO RUIZ MEZA who claimed to have seen Oswald on the bus. Mr. RUIZ it turns out is
employed in the Auditor’s Office of the Customs section of the Mexican government (CE2121 p73) and
just happens to be on the same bus as our traveler needs to be – even though like our traveler, his name
is not listed on the passenger manifest but instead names the agency from which the ticket was
purchased..
As we can see from the passenger list, seat #15 is associated with “A. Viajos” – the travel agency - and
that Mr. RUIZ is NOT LISTED on the Del Norte passenger manifest at all as well as claiming to not have
seen Mr. Van Der Vorm whose name does in fact appear on the manifest.
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Even though the Del Norte employees with help from a number of official sources could not find
anything related to OSWALD within the Del Norte records, he like MEZA here are placed on the bus in
the face of witness denials coupled with outright fibs.
The only bus going on to Chicago at this time is the same bus the FBI puts our Oswald on after using his
exchange order – #1265 from Laredo to San Antonio leaving at 3am and arriving at 6:20am – leaving
again at 7:10am and arriving in Dallas at 2:20om. Mr. MEZA did not notice Oswald on this bus – for the
entire 430 mile 11 hour ride.
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Next we have Mr. Van Der Vorm whose travel was confirmed via Del Norte. WCD 735 p486 finally
appears to offer evidence from someone actually listed on the manifest. We will find the same
information offered by Del Rio who is also listed on this manifest.

Mr. Vorm does not remember seeing Oswald on a bus with only 15 passengers for this 11 hour trip.
Finally, before we delve into Seat #12’s ticket #13688, we have Mr. Del Rio who is both on the
passenger manifest and on the list of passengers vaccinated at the border. Mr. Del Rio was most
definitely on the Del Norte bus arriving at Laredo between 1-2am Oct 3rd. His daughter was contacted
and showed the FBI her father’s vaccination from Oct 3rd. (The vaccination records at Laredo reflect the
same)
WCD 766 p1
After a note from Hoover setting out “summarizing recent developments” we are treated to the report
on Del Rio and why it does not appear with so many others as a WC Exhibit. It seems the only
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American on this bus which Rio took from Mexico City on the morning of Oct 2nd DID HAVE A ZIPPERED
CASE yet that is about where the similarities end.

WCD 1063 p71 is an April 21 report from Kemmy & Creeden which touches on a couple vital points. One
being that Del Rio did remember Van Der Vorm on this bus and that there were NO STOPS OR
CHANGEOVERS in Monterrey. That the bus they got on in Mexico City is the bus that took them to
Laredo contrary to the FBI’s telling of the story.
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The preceding composite of WCR p736 (travel from Mexico City to Laredo) and WCD 1063 p71 also helps
confirm a number of things:
1. that if Mr. Voorhees (discussed shortly) arrives in Monterrey at 11pm bus #737 has already left
at 2100 hours (9pm) and he could not possibly have seen the passenger the FBI claims is Oswald,
2. that the bus schedule shows an 8:30 or 9:30pm arrival time in Monterrey which in turn agrees
with an approximate 10pm departure and confirms which schedule we are using and finally
3. that the discrepancy between the change of buses or not needs further investigation – if and
only if the evidence related to this leg of the trip can be authenticated.
So what kind of information or Evidence can we find related to the Monterrey to Laredo portion of this
amazing race?
MONTERREY TO LAREDO – ONE BUS TWO BUS RED FISH BLUE FISH
Another footnote from the soon to be shown WCR p736 detailing the Mexico bus trip and designed to
corroborate Oswald being on this Greyhound bus includes CE2121 p61 which is a report about what
HERBERT ROBERT VOORHEES says about a man he claims looked a lot like Oswald.

CE2460 p1 March 31, 64 is taken from WCD872 and deals almost exclusively with Mr. Voorhees, a 74
year old man who freely admits in CE2460 that he has trouble remembering the details of this trip yet
tells us that his bus arrives in Monterrey at 11pm, he changed buses and arrives in Nuevo Laredo on this
same bus as the FBI’s Oswald. Yet once again we learn the substance of CE2460 is to explain away the
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FM-11 for Mr. Voorhees which states that he left Mexico on October 3, 1963 by RAILROAD and not by
bus.

Not only do we have the conflict with Voorhees’ FM-11 and his mode of transportation but when he
finally does “refresh his recollection” we learn that the bus he transfers to in Monterrey leaves AFTER
the bus the FBI put Oswald on does by 1-2 hours. The Del Norte bus leaving Mexico City at 8:30 arrives
in Monterrey and departs at what appears like 9:30 PM (the bolded info in the schedule is PM and since
it’s about 4 hours from Monterrey to Nuevo Laredo a 10pm departure works). Furthermore, the bus
Voorhees now CLAIMS to have been on leaving “about 11pm (11:30 actually) arrives in Laredo after the
3:00am bus Oswald MUST be on to get to Dallas before 4pm, leaves. We fail to see how this man could
have seen Oswald in the border crossing when they would have been there at different times.
Furthermore, the non-bold typeface of 11:30 suggests it is AM, not PM yet it would have to be PM
since the final leg of the trip is 135 miles or about 3.75 hours from Monterrey arriving at 3:15am in
Laredo. That is if anything can prove this person claiming to be Oswald even traveled this. (“TDN” next
to the arrival at Laredo means Transporte Del Norte according to the bus schedule)
To recap, the only Del Norte bus that the FBI could put Oswald on which gets him to Laredo in time to
catch a bus to Dallas to arrive before 4pm is the 8:30am bus #332 out of Mexico City. There are only 2
buses that leave Mexico City, one at 8:30am and one at 2:30pm (even though the schedule shows 3
buses, 2 in the PM and our 8:30am bus). As Voorhees states below, arriving in Monterrey at around
11pm would NOT allow him to have connected to the 8:30 bus which arrived in Monterrey in the
evening of Oct 2nd departing at 9:30pm and arriving at the bridge around 1:30am to change buses, cross
the bridge and process thru customs.
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Another group of men boarded the bus in San Luis Potosi (among a group of 10 people) which the FBI
claims is the same bus that our traveling Oswald took at 8:30am from Mexico City. It is 580 miles from
Mexico City thru Potosi to Monterrey. It is 260 miles from Mexico City to San Luis Potosi and at
40mph we have a 6-7 hour trip meaning that bus #332 would arrive in Potosi between 2:30 & 3:30pm.
(Right on time for Voorhees to leave for Monterrey at 2:40pm) This group, in WCD 1219 p1-4(b) WCD
1219 p1(b) claims their bus left Potosi at 11am. It is not possible for an 8:30am bus from Mexico City
to get to Potosi in time to leave at 11am. These men were not on bus #332 that left Mexico at 8:30am.

On the other hand, Mr. Voorhees says he left San Miguel de Allende at 7:30am for the 120 mile (3
hour) trip to San Luis Potosi arriving at about 10:30am. Yet instead of saying he took an 11 or 11:30am
bus he states he leaves Potosi at 2:40pm after purchasing his ticket and eating lunch. CE 2460 p3
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It is 320 miles from San Luis Potosi to Monterrey. At the bus’s average speed of 40mph and an 11am
departure time we have an 8 hour trip giving our 4 men an arrival time in Monterrey around 7pm.
There are no buses on that schedule that leave Mexico City at 8:30am and arrive in Monterrey around
7pm. If the bus leaves at 2:40 per Voorhees it would arrive in Monterrey at around 10:40pm with the
bus from Monterrey to Laredo leaving at 11:30pm.
According to the schedule above, there is a Del Norte bus expected to leave Monterrey at 11:30pm and
arrives in Laredo at 3:15AM and then leaves for San Antonio at 4:40am – almost 2 hours after bus run
#578 leaves Laredo at 3am. CE 2460 p4 claims that Mr. Voorhees’ bus arrived in Laredo at 2am.

It is HERE that the FBI switches and combines these two SEPARATE TRIPS into one recalled trip. It is
again not possible to leave Monterrey at 11:30pm and get to Laredo by 2am when we have almost
140 miles and a 3 hour and 45 minute trip. The bus that left Mexico at 8:30am and leaves Monterrey at
9:30pm gets to the terminal in Laredo between 1:30 and 2:00am. By combining these recollections of
one trip unrelated to bus #332 and #373 the FBI creates the impression that witnesses who MAY have
seen Oswald COULD have based on the timing. In reality, the FBI uses the confusion they themselves
create to hide the facts within the Evidence. H.O. LEE, if ever in Mexico, left by automobile according to
the records initially provided, was driven by someone else and NOT on the buses the FBI tries to ram
down our throats.
Next we prove most, if not all of the Mexico City trip travel evidence was created rather than
discovered.
While we can expect the FBI to be overjoyed at discovering the “Oswald to Mexico” information the
weekend of the assassination, we must remember it is solely based on the Mexican FM-11 recap report
recording those who cross the border into and out of Mexico. This FM-11 as we remember is created
from the cancelled FM-8 and FM-5 tourist visas. Our Oswald applied for a FM-5 – 6-month visa yet the
evidence offered is an FM-8 good for only 15 days. We also keep remembering that the FM-11 records
this person as leaving via “AUTO” which the FM-8 we are offered as evidence does not reflect. The
writing of the word “AUTO” in this FM-11 was considered a simple mistake since – (and please notice
the MO here) – the FM-8 from which the FM-11 was created did not have “AUTO” so the FM-11 must be
a mistake (rather than the FM-8 being created after the fact to suit the needs of the story).
The idea that this person O.H. LEE traveled by AUTO is not allowable – furthermore, the exchange ticket
claims that Mr. LEE traveled by Del Norte bus line to Laredo TX. With all this quality Del Norte evidence,
one has to wonder how the FM-11 entry could possibly have him leaving by Auto - “Viaja en Auto”.
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DEL NORTE BUS TICKET #13688
A quick Del Norte recap:








On March 9, 1964 the manager of the Mexico City Del Norte bus terminal informs us that a
thorough search of his files shows NO RECORD IDENTIFIABLE WITH OSWALD
In early December and again in mid-March we learn that a 2pm departure time cannot get
Oswald to Dallas in time for his TEC meeting and to check into the YMCA by 4:30 Oct 3rd.
There is a Del Norte bus which leaves at 8:30am on Oct 2nd which works for the timing – yet
does not overcome the lack of evidence for his being on the bus at all, or for what we will now
show: ticket #13688 was never used or issued – it was blank.
None of the passengers who claimed to be on or were listed as being on bus #332 at 8:30am can
place our Oswald on that bus and the testimony of Mr. VOORHEES conflicts in most every aspect
with what his travel would actually have been.
Rolando BARRIOS – an employee who was dismissed from the travel agency by manager Teresa
Schaeffer Bequerisse – is the source for both the Del Norte ticket order #14618 and the
Greyhound exchange order #43599. CE2121 p64-72
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So why go out of the way to find all these people who may have seen or traveled with Oswald when we
have such a simple paper trail from Mexico City to Laredo. ROLANDO BARRIOS filled out the Sept 30th
sales slip #14618 (CE2530) for this portion of the trip and charged 93.75 pesos. At the same time (and
date) and with the same handwriting we should see the purchase for 160 pesos of the $12.80
Greyhound Exchange order. While the amount is correct one has to wonder why it takes two separate
visits to complete one transaction. As we can see above, there is nothing to connect these 3 vital pieces
of evidence.
Can we find any evidence that relates ticket #13688 to our traveling Oswald? Can we find someone
who would have handed Oswald these tickets in Mexico City at the Del Norte Terminal so that the two
stubs find their way back to Monterrey while the original ticket is found in August 1964 in a suitcase in
Marina’s possession?
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CE 2121 p69-70 are interviews done at the Del Norte terminal in Mexico City where our traveling
Oswald would have handed in the purchase order and gotten his ticket #13688. The following people
were asked about the traveling gringo: Terminal Manager MEDINA, drivers CUEVAS & GONZALEZ,
ticket salesman CURIEL - who claims he is the man who exchanged #14618 for ticket #13688 and
recorded the number of the ticket “13688” and the destination “Laredo” on the Del Norte passenger
manifest for bus #332 (on the manifest?) before giving it to the passenger, ticket salesman SAUCEDO
who wrote the “CHIHUAHUENSES” opposite seat #12 as a result of a phone call from the travel agency.
(if BARRIOS called after selling these tickets to O.H. LEE as he wrote on the sales receipts, why did he not
simply give SAUCEDO the correct name?) Also recounted on p70 are ticket salesmen ROJAS & GASCON
who claim to recognize their writing on the Del Norte Passenger Manifest (you remember, the
passenger lists that are NOT kept for Del Norte buses) yet could not recall one of the only Americans
they came into contact that night.

On p64 of this now infamous CE2121 taken from WCD 1084 we have a clarifying statement from the Del
Norte Mexico City Terminal Manager Ricardo MEDINA Beltran who lets us know that seat #12 & #15
were reserved for another bus line or travel agency (even though we subsequently learn that Mexican
Customs official RUIZ MEZA claimed ownership of seat #15 on this bus to Chicago).
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Including BARRIOS at the travel agency, not a single one of these men was able to recall having seen
OSWALD even after being shown photos. Whoever H.O. LEE was, if there was such a person at these
locations, he obviously did not look like any of our Oswalds. (Much the same as Duran and Azcue who
both denied that the man who shot Ruby was the man who visited them)
Okay. So the man who takes money from Mr. LEE does not give the passenger’s name to the bus line to
finalize the reservation. The man who hands Mr. LEE his ticket #13688 in Mexico City offers nothing to
corroborate this and rather than this first stub going to Mexico City where the trip originates, it goes to
Monterrey – the midpoint of the trip – with the rest of the Monterrey to Laredo tickets for some
unknown reason.
Speaking of Monterrey, rather than finding out who this Mr. H.O. LEE is from the people who rode the
bus with him, the Mexican Authorities in Monterrey provide an envelope with ticket stubs which
includes two #13688 stubs for travel from Mexico City to Laredo TX and claim that this stub in that
envelope is PROOF whoever had this ticket, used it.
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CE2121 p110 – TREVINO QUEZADA says stubs #13688 are found in their envelope for bus #373 leaving
at approximately 9pm (21:00) Oct 2nd from Monterrey to Laredo (bus schedule shows a 9:30pm
departure). What he cannot explain is why there are 20 ticket stubs in the envelope while the
passenger manifest and the envelope it was found in shows 12 from Mexico City to Monterrey and
another 1 from Monterrey to Nuevo Laredo.
The following also states that the bus driver takes these stubs at the time they board the bus. If our
traveling Oswald gave up ticket #13688 to the Mexico City drivers, either CUVAS or GONZALES, then
they would be in an envelope for bus #332. Yet our envelope specifically says bus #373.
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CE 2536 is the Monterrey envelope. Only one of the two #13688 ticket stubs should be here and forms
yet another point of conflict with the evidence. If this passenger gave bus #332’s driver his ticket stub it
would be in an envelope for bus #332, OCT 2, at 0830 since bus #373 resulted from a CHANGE OF BUSES
and was only fed by bus #332 among other buses and those simply leaving Monterrey.
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From WCD 1160 p13 Ibarra link, we have ALVARO IBARRA who was the driver of bus #373 that our
traveling Oswald and these others supposedly transferred to in Monterrey in addition to VOORHEES and
a handful of others from San Luis Potosi who do not appear on the passenger manifest (if there ever was
one for the Monterrey to Laredo portion of this trip). What we find here is that the stubs found in the
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envelope do NOT indeed have the same date stamp on the back as the two date stamps on the front of
the envelope.

As we can plainly see, the stamps do not match. The tickets in this envelope are intermingled with other
tickets. No one sees our man Oswald but do see men who MIGHT be similar to him. The FBI assumes
that no one can add or subtract hours in a 24 hour clock so that 7 hour trips can be accomplished in 3
and 4 hour trips can be done in 2. Since there is literally no evidence which corroborates our Oswald
having traveled on these buses – what does this tell us about ticket #13688?
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Well, here it finally is. In early April, 1964, three weeks after the March 9th report informing us that
there is NO EVIDENCE OF OSWALD in the Del Norte records and 3 weeks before the April 22nd report
telling us that stubs #13688 are offered as D-2902 on April 7th as proof of the trip to Laredo WCD 828 p1,
Miss TERESA SCHAEFFER confirms that reservation and PO #13688 was blank, never having been
utilized. She goes on to say that BARRIOS was dismissed due to some “financial problems” (p8).
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(I need to note that PO #13688 may have been part of the series before PO#14618 issued on Sept 30th
by BARRIOS and has nothing at all to do with the final ticket # given a passenger at the terminal.)
CE 2535 p6 informs us that on April 1st PO/Reservation #13688 could not be found. On April 3rd we are
told via TREVINO (President and GM of Del Norte Monterrey) that TICKET #13688 stubs ARE FOUND in
the bus #373 Monterrey to Laredo envelope. On April 2nd (p10) we are told by the Mexico City Del Norte
Terminal salesman ANGEL CURIEL that it is he who exchanges the purchase order #14618 for ticket
#13688 writing the destination and ticket number on the passenger manifest.
CE2121 p70

Since this transaction occurred on the morning of Oct 2nd at the Mexico City Del Norte Terminal and D257 is supposedly the original ticket stub that Oswald would have kept and is found by Marina in Aug
1964, we would expect to see ticket agent “A.CURIEL” in the stamps on the backs of both the original
ticket and the stubs. (Note: IBARRA tells us that if the dates don’t match for the stubs and the envelope,
Monterrey made a mistake and inter-mingled stubs.)
What we have instead is more to prove the Evidence IS the Conspiracy. Below I have created a
composite of the Marina ticket stub with the stamp on its back, the two #13688 stubs from the
Monterrey envelope and the statement of two other Del Norte ticket agents from the Mexico City
Terminal. In essence, Mr. JUAN GASCON is either confirming that this ticket was issued by him on Sept
30th to who-knows-who, someone used his stamp on the morning of October 2nd with the incorrect date,
or finally someone at some subsequent time created ticket #13688 – stamped the backs with Mr.
Gascon’s stamp and forgot to inform him about it.
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Returning once again to the driver of bus #373 from Monterrey to Laredo ALVARO IBARRA on page 7 of
WCD 1063, he simply does not corroborate ANY of the evidence offered by those supposedly traveling
on this bus with Oswald. He could not recall any Immigration incident where our man Oswald is singled
out and removed from the bus, could NOT recall anyone with bananas having to “gulp them down” at
any point between Monterrey and the Texas side of the bridge in Laredo, and could NOT place him on
this smaller bus carrying only 13 passengers.
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LAREDO TO DALLAS – THE EVIDENCE IS THE CONSPIRACY
When researching what occurs at Laredo in the Greyhound/Del Norte terminal, a number of references
are offered in the Warren Commission Documents. Surprisingly though, each of these refers to the
search for PAULA RUSIONI who appears on the passenger manifest for bus #332 from Mexico City to
Monterrey. The search proved fruitless as both her ticket and her person could not be located. In fact,
only a handful of the passengers listed on this manifest were actually on the bus as we discussed in
detail earlier.
The FACT that an exchange order was processed by Greyhound is only established by this COPY of the
paperwork provided by TERESA SCHAEFFER on April 1st. This paperwork is maintained on the MEXICAN
side of the equation and stands alone. I have found no information via Greyhound that this document is
an authentic copy of anything in reality – it is simply a copy with all the weaknesses a copy of any
document might have coming from the FBI.
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It is one thing to have some paperwork yet what of the corroboration at Laredo?
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WCD 1063 p2-3

From WCD 1063 page 4:
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CE 2537 under Hoover’s signature is a collection of documents related to the exchange order in Laredo
for a Greyhound bus ticket thru San Antonio to Dallas. It appears that Mr. RAUL TIJERINA’s signature is
on the back of the exchange order under the date OCT 3 – 1963. It also seems to include a portion of
the ticket stub #8256009. Since this winds up being the ONLY EXCHANGE ORDER THAT NIGHT – and he
signed and processed the order – one would think they would recognize a photo of Oswald; unless it
was not Oswald doing the traveling.
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I hope we’re all beginning to see the pattern here. While the PHYSICAL EVIDENCE says one thing, what it
concludes cannot be corroborated anywhere along the route our man Oswald was given to take. Any
and all evidence offered to circumstantially place him on these buses falls apart at the most cursory of
glances. It’s one thing to have inanimate objects help accuse a man of murdering the POTUS, but when
real people are asked to confirm that they did one thing or another related to the man accused of this
killing; their answers are anything but supportive of the physical evidence’s conclusions.
If an impression was to be left by our traveling Oswald that he indeed was Lee Oswald and he had
accomplished this travel, he certainly did not go out of his way as he had in the past to leave a lasting
impression. Mr. O.H. LEE on the other hand is remembered by these witnesses as someone they MUST
HAVE interacted with since the evidence showed it – albeit 4-6 months later. How many different bus
drivers need to exhibit no memory at all of this man for us to accept he was not on any of these buses
while at the saem time offering details and memories of nearly everything else from that time period?

CE2577 p843 is the Greyhound bus schedule for September 1963. Continuing in the spirit of trying to
find something the FBI got right, it appears as if this page of the schedule and specifically the areas I
highlighted refers to the trip described in the footnotes of the WC Report p736 regarding Oswald’s
travel from Laredo to Dallas.
While it does not show the travel thru to an arriving time in Chicago as Yarborough states below, the
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other timings for our Oswald’s trip seem to have been lifted directly from the last column of this
schedule. Additionally, the trip as described by Voorhees up to the point of his arrival time in Laredo is
very similar to the 3rd column from the right with his bus leaving Monterrey at 11:30. If we remember,
he leaves Potosi at 2:40pm on an 8-hour trip to Monterrey. The problem occurs when the FBI states he
arrived in Laredo at 2am. It’s a 4 hour trip from Monterrey to Nuevo Laredo. Leaving at 11:30 he does
no arrive in Laredo until after 3am which is after the bus the FBI puts Oswald on, leaves.
Since he could not have made bus #373’s connection in Monterrey leaving between 9:30 and 10pm, the
FBI simply moved him from one bus run to another, on top of the fact that his FM-11 tells us he took a
train on October 3rd, not a bus.
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CE 2130 is part of footnote #1205 to the WCR statement that Oswald took bus #1295 from Laredo to
Dallas. This along with the other footnotes confirm a bus was available at the times offered yet no one,
including the man who did the exchange, can remember either the man of what winds up being the
ONLY EXCHANGE TICKET issued on October 3rd .
WCR p736 and the confirmation of the bus schedule (CE2130) – yet once again our man Oswald is not
recalled.

(NOTE: Let’s please remember that on October 3rd in New Orleans someone returned four books which
Oswald had taken out on Sept 19th. (CE2650))
We are also treated to the work of SA Bruno Dreyer who interviewed employees of the San Antonio
Greyhound bus terminal and determined that once again our ghost traveler left no lasting impression.
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In the pages that follow WCD 1063 p43 we learn that no records are kept in San Antonio for passengers
who boarded their buses elsewhere, like Laredo.
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So to this point we have shown that
















the FBI has the information about Oswald from two 3x5 cards representing the FM-11 entries
for Lee Harvey Oswald entering Mexico and Harvey Oswald Lee departing Mexico
the FRONTERA evidence was created based on the belief that Oswald was photographed
leaving the Embassy at 12:22 on October 2nd - and had to leave after the photo was taken
the photo of Mystery Man was incorrectly back-dated to October 1 by Anne Goodpasture
allowing the 8:30am bus on Oct 2nd to be a possibility
the purchase of this travel was done all at one time by agent BARRIOS yet the Mexican travel
portion is dated Sept 30 while the Greyhound portion is Oct 1
the agent who claims to have exchanged PO#14618 for ticket #13688 not only does not
remember Oswald but his stamp is not on these tickets
the man whose name appears in the stamp for this October 2nd 8:30am exchange claims he
never saw Oswald that day AND the stamps from October 2nd are dated Sept 30th
the driver from Monterrey to Laredo negates all the other witness testimony about incidents
with Oswald and Oswald with bananas while letting us know that the Monterrey office
combined ticket stubs from other trips in the bus #373 envelope – the numbers don’t match
the Mexico City to Monterrey ticket stub would have been in THAT bus’s envelope so the driver
could get paid – it is unknown how it winds up in bus #373’s envelope
the only exchange order that entire evening is not remembered by the man who handled the
transaction
the driver of the Laredo to San Antonio portion of the trip does not recall Oswald on this bus
or a sack of bananas
none of the Laredo or San Antonio Greyhound personnel recalls seeing Oswald on this trip
the name of the driver of the bus from San Antonio to Dallas appears only once in the WCD’s as
referenced by Yarborough above - FBI 105-82555 Sec 124 p26 tells us that the FBI will interview
the driver Ben JULIAN in Dallas (this does not seem to have ever occurred)
this bus arrives in Dallas per the schedule at 2:20pm giving our Oswald time enough to get to
the TEC and register at the “Y” before 4:30.
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WCD 1063 among a dozen and a half other WC Docs gives us a great deal of information which in
summary after summary shows the results regarding Oswald are all negative.
To wrap this analysis up in a final segment, I’d like to look at the information available from October 10th
thru the weekend of the assassination. We will determine of the travel date parameters (if there are
photos of Mystery Man on October 4th who the CIA says on the 9th may be LEE HENRY OSWALD, why do
we start searching October 2nd?) and the names of American and Meixcan assets who may have had
their hands in this evidence enough to be in a position to assist in the creation of these fraudulent docs
which ultimately become the Evidence - which in turn becomes the Conspiracy.
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